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Introduction

To remove heat generated by RF absorption and by the particles crossing the
cell, the HD cell contains Al. wires. These wires may disrupt the RF field
used for NMR polarimetry. This disruption would differ for different dewars
since their RF fields are different. The disruption would also differ for different
targets since it depends on the the arrangement of wires. If the effect is not
negligible, it could make the dewars cross-calibration unreliable, as well as the
use of CH2 cell for calibration. In this note we report on the study of the effect
of these cooling wires on the NMR signals. The effects can be:
• Reduction of the size of the signal;
• Dependence of the signal to the target orientation with respect to the RF
coils. If so, rotating the target around its axis (in the PD, a vertical line)
should produce a periodic curve when the strength of the NMR signal is
plotted vs the target angular orientation. This effect would disappear if the
RF field is homogeneous and the cooling wires distributed homogeneously.
Such effects were seen at BNL but with different type of wires (gold wires, not
insulated, so they create closed loops in the cell) and/or larger diameter cells
(consequently, some of the wires are closer to the coils and hence in a more
inhomogeneous region of the RF field). The JLab target is of smaller diameter
and uses Al. wires (naturally insulated by aluminum oxide). This should reduce
the cooling wire effects compared to what was seen at BNL.
Note In the analysis below, we analyze only the results from the x-channel
of the lock-in. Results from the y-channel of the lock-in can be analyzed in the
same fashion after a Kramer-Kroenig transform.
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2.1

Reduction of the size of the signal
Comparison of HD cells with CH2 cell without wires

Comparison was made between NMR results in the PD for HD cells with wires
and CH2 cells without wires, as well as between HD cells [1]. Only the comparison with the cell without Al. cap is valid, since the coated Al. cap affect
the NMR signal [5]. The NMR signal strengths agree within 5% after the density correction. We can thus estimate that the modification of the NMR signal
strength due to the wires is less than about 5%.

2.2
2.2.1

Comparison between CH2 cell with and without wires
CH2 cell with symmetric distribution of the cooling wires

In this test, the only difference in the experimental setup is the presence or not
of wires 1 .
It is thus in principle a more precise test. However, the wire distribution in
a CH2 cell is particular (wires have to be placed in the cooling holes of the CH2
cell, see [2]). Another consequence of this constraint is that the amount of wires
used for a CH2 cell is different than the one for a HD cell. For this test, we used
CH2 #3 with wires and compared to all other CH 2 cells (#1, #2. INFN and
#3 without wires).
All the run were done with the white RF cables and with -5dBm of power.
The relevant runs are:
1 We note that the CH cell with wires uses Kel-F screws rather than CH screws to
2
2
held the CH2 cylinder to the Kel-F cylinder, and Kel-F pins instead of brass screws to held
the Kel-F cylinder to the brass ring. This was to avoid introducing a periodic signal from
non-symmetric CH2 distribution caused by the screws or from the slightly magnetic brass
(impurities in the brass screws might make them slightly magnetic). Finally, the brass ring
is also slightly different for the CH2 target with wires since it has holes to which the cooling
wires are connected.
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Run #

PD
<temp>

cell

#
cycles

field span/
Tup

B-center

freq./phase

λ/2 amp
(µV)
@-15dBm

Integral
down/up×106
(int. range: 50
Gauss)

Integral
down/up×106
Corrected for
Temp and
freq.Bo

comments

175996735

4.275K

#1 no
wires
(and no

331

300G/16s

2825

12311/142o

NA

56.960/ 55.483

56.960/ 55.483

No wires

176029323

4.275K

#1 no
wires
(and no
Al cap)

327

150G/16s

2875

12311/142o

NA

56.412/ 55.218

56.412/ 55.218

No wires

177268945

4.258K

#3 with
wires

524

200G/16s

2850

12317/140

367

50.019/49.586

49.796/49.365

With full
Al. wires

177872537

about
4.27K

#3 no
cooling
wires

551

200G/16s

2850

12317/140o

359

56.59/55.54

56.50/55.45

No wires

177929878

1.90K

#3 no
cooling
wires

63

200G/16s

2850

12317/140o

359

124.56/122.37

55.333/54.36

No wires

177960074

4.261K

#2 no
cooling
wires

480

200G/16s

2850

12317/140o

359

57.056/ 55.990

56.841/55.779

No wires

178308804

4.299K

“INFN”
no wires

507

200G/16s

2850

12317/140o

359

57.542/56.556

57.839/56.846

No wires

Al cap)

Notes: The λ/2 amplitudes are given for information. This data are not
used in the analysis.
For run 177268945, the PD temperature signal strengths are averaged from
cycles 50 to 490, to avoid T1 effects [4]. The signal evolution with time for this
run can be seen on Fig. 1. The INFN target does not have a measurable T1 .
Its signal evolution with time for this run can be seen on Figs. 2 and 3.
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Figure 1:
Evolution of the NMR signal strength with time for the run on the cell with
cooling wires. The top plot is for the down sweep and bottom plot for the up
sweep. The effects of T1 is seen for the 20 first sweeps. The rise of the signal
near cycle 490 is because the run was paused between cycles 491 and 492 for
1h30min.
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Figure 2:
The NMR signal position for the run on the INFN cell. Left plots: Peak position
versus time (a cycle lasts about 2 minutes) for the CH2 run on the λ/2 RF circuit
resonance. Right plot. histograms of NMR peak positions on the left. The top
plot is for the down sweep and bottom plot for the up sweep.
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Figure 3:
The NMR signal strength for the run on the INFN cell. Left plots: Peak
integrals versus time (a cycle lasts about 2 minutes) for the CH2 run on the λ/2
RF circuit resonance. Right plot. histograms of NMR peak integrals on the
left. The top plot is for the down sweep and bottom plot for the up sweep.
Comparing runs, we may appear that the Al. wires reduce the signal by
about 12% to 13% (down). This however turns out to not be an effect due to
wires, but rather a reduction of the NMR signal due to T1 , as we will discuss.
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2.2.2

CH2 cell with asymmetric distribution of the cooling wires

We also studied the case for which the CH2 cell has one half of its wires located
inside 6 cooling holes on the same side of the CH2 cell. The other wires were
removed. Unfortunately, the run was taken with different Tup (31s rather than
16s). The 31/16 correction factor introduces an additional uncertainty.
Run #

PD

cell

<temp>

177439952

4.282K

#3 w/
1/2
cooling

#

field span/

cycles

Tup

1000

330G/31s

B-center

2950

freq./phase

12317/140o

λ/2 amp

Integral
down/up×106
(int. range: 50
Gauss)

Integral
down/up×106
Corrected for
Temp, Tup and
freq.Bo

comments

(µV)
@-15dBm

359

32.432/ 31.508

62.909/61.117

Half of
cooling
wires, on

wires

one side of
the cell

In the case of half wires, we see a signal larger by about 8% compared to
signals from cells without wires (this will be confirmed by latter studies on the
CH2 cell #3 rotations). Again, this is due to T1 , not to the wires.
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Dependence of the NMR signal strength with
the HD cell angular orientation

Short runs were taken in the PD with different cell orientations in order to find
any periodic dependence due to the cooling wires. The cell (cell 21a, injected
on Feb. 12th 2011) was rotated using a three pin tool (X. Wei, T. O’Connell).
We scanned for the hydrogen signal. In addition to the rotation, there is a
slight vertical translation of one thread by the cell. The thread is 1 mm so the
θ
translation at angle θ (in radian) is 2π
mm.

3.1

Run conditions

The table below lists the runs and their conditions. The frequency and phase
were 12312/136o for all the runs. The white RF cable was used. Different
speeds Tup and Tdown for the scans were used. In principle, the signal strength is
proportional to the time spent at the resonance condition and hence to Tup,down .
However, It latter became clear that the Labview VI is not calculating the
scan speed properly. The actual effect of changing the Tup,down and field span
parameters in the VI is discussed in [3].
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Run #

PD173998148
PD174055693
PD174059740
PD174063550
PD174067246
PD174070903
PD174074553
PD174079107
PD174082880

3.2

angle
0
15o
30o
45o
60o
75o
90o
150o
360o

# cycles

PD <temp>

322
29
29
29
29
29
35
30
30

1.810K
1.699K
1.732K
1.767K
1.769K
1.763K
1.761K
1.760K
1.759K

Tup (= Tdown )
31s
31s
31s
21s
21s
21s
21s
21s
21s

field span

300
150
110
110
110
110
110
110
110

G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G

comments
H NMR calib. run

Different Tup,down
Different Tup,down

NMR signals

The NMR signals are shown in Fig. 4. The peaks appear to overlap except for
the ones taken with different Tup,down . The fact that these peaks do not lie at
the same resonance condition reveals a problem with the Labview VI (the same
RF frequency was used for all the scans).
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Figure 4:
NMR peaks for the cell 21a for different angle orientations. The top plot gives
the sweep down and up results for the lock-in x-channel and the bottom plot is
for the sweep down and up results for the y-channel. The horizontal scale is the
sweep time expressed in Gauss (conversion from seconds to Gauss is done using
the B-field ramping rate). The vertical scale is the signal amplitude.

3.3

Peak strength stability and mean strength

The peak strength is taken as the integral under the peak for an integration
range of ±15 Gauss around the peak center. Peak strength versus cycle (i.e.
time) and its distribution are given for each angle in Figs. 5-13. The RMS of
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the distribution is used to estimate the mean peak strength. A Gaussian fit is
also provided but, except for the 0o run, the statistics are not large enough for
a good fit. Overall, the peak area is stable in time.

Figure 5:
Left: Area of the hydrogen NMR peak vs sweep number (cycle) for the NMR
peaks (target 21a, angle=0o ). The top plot is for the down sweeps and the
bottom plot is for the up sweeps. Right: corresponding distributions together
with their Gaussian fits.
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Figure 6:
Same as Fig. 5 but for angle=15o and 29 cycles.
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Figure 7:
Same as Fig. 5 but for angle=30o and 29 cycles.
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Figure 8:
Same as Fig. 5 but for angle=45o and 29 cycles.
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Figure 9:
Same as Fig. 5 but for angle=60o and 29 cycles.
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Figure 10:
Same as Fig. 5 but for angle=75o and 29 cycles.
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Figure 11:
Same as Fig. 5 but for angle=90o and 35 cycles.
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Figure 12:
Same as Fig. 5 but for angle=150o and 30 cycles.
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Figure 13:
Same as Fig. 5 but for angle=360o and 30 cycles.

3.4

Peak height

From the study of how Tup,down affects the NMR peak, it appears that while
the magnetic field scale (and hence the peak width) is slightly affected, the peak
height seems stable, see [3]. The height should remain the same, beside cooling
wire effects, if the jitter on the NMR peak position is similar for all the runs.
This seems to be the case (except possibly for the 0o run that is noisier), see
section 3.7. The statistical error on the peak height is taken as the RMS of the
noise distribution away from the resonance peaks, see Figs. 17-25.
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3.5

Angular dependence

The mean area vs angle, after corrections for the different PD temperatures, is
shown on Fig. 14. (The mean areas, before temperature correction, are given
in Figs. 5-13). In Fig. 15we show similar results but instead of taking the mean
value of the area, we use the area of the sweep-averaged NMR peak for each
angle (shown on Fig. 4). The corrections for the different PD temperatures and
for the (artificial, see [3]) widening of the peak due to Tup,down were applied. If
we exclude the first 3 angles, taken at different Tup,down , then no visible effect
is seen. The 3 first angles are also consistent but slightly off, possibly due to a
rounding error in the Labview VI (such effect is seen also in [3]). For this target,
we can conclude that there is no measurable cooling wire effect, consistent with
the small effect discussed in section 2. Another measurement is given by the
peak height vs angle, see Fig. 16. The biggest fluctuation between up sweeps
or between down sweeps is 2.3%. This fluctuation is larger than the statistical
error. However, point-to-point uncorrelated systematics, such as uncertainty
on the background subtraction or the effect of field ramp jitter, have not been
accounted for and would cover the 2.3% difference.
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Figure 14:
Mean NMR peak strength vs cell angular orientation.
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Figure 15:
Averaged NMR peak strength vs cell angular orientation.
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Figure 16:
NMR peak height vs cell angular orientation.

3.6

Uncertainties and noise

The uncertainties are estimated by taking the RMS of the distribution shown in
Figs. 5-13. For a purely Gaussian noise and identical conditions, the uncertainty
should scale as the number of cycles. This ispnot the case for the 0o results for
which we expected the uncertainties to be 322/30 = 3.3 times smaller than
for the other runs. On Fig 14, we see that the RMS for the 0o run is similar
to the RMS of the other runs. A first reason for this is that the raw signal is
smaller: the mean and averaged peak strength is 0.35 while the signal strengths
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for angle greater than 30o are around 0.53. This is mainly due to the Tup,down
difference. The correction reduces the expected factor 3.3 to a factor 2. The
noises away from the resonances are shown in Figs. 17-25. For all the runs
except the 0o run, the sigma of noise distribution is about 1.5 × 10−8 , that is
about 2 times larger than the sigma for the 0o run, while we expected it to be
3.3 times larger. This is the second reason why the uncertainty on Figs. 14 and
15 are similar to other runs: the noise during the 0o run was larger. The reason
for a larger noise is unknown.
In addition, we note from Figs. 5-13 a non-flat frequency distribution for
the x-channel (The Fourier transform shows a non-uniform amplitude distribution, starting at runs for angles greater than 45o , when Tup,down were changed).
Starting from the same run, the y-channel signal noise distribution developed
a non-Gaussian tail. Its size might be correlated with the importance of the
Fourier transform non-uniform amplitude distribution.
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Figure 17:
Noise for the 322 hydrogen sweeps. The signals displayed on the left column
are fast Fourier transform of the noise between the down (top plot) and up
(bottom plot) sweep NMR peaks. The horizontal scale is the inverse time (in
magnetic field unit (1/B)), proportional to the frequency. The right column
is the histogrammed distribution of the noise before the Fourier transform but
after correcting for non-flat baseline. Their widths give the noise amplitude.
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Figure 18:
Same as Fig. 17 but for the 29 cycles 150 run.
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Figure 19:
Same as Fig. 17 but for the 29 cycles 300 run.
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Figure 20:
Same as Fig. 17 but for the 29 cycles 45o run.
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Figure 21:
Same as Fig. 17 but for the 29 cycles 600 run.
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Figure 22:
Same as Fig. 17 but for the 29 cycles 750 run.
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Figure 23:
Same as Fig. 17 but for the 35 cycles 900 run.
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Figure 24:
Same as Fig. 17 but for the 30 cycles 1500 run.
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Figure 25:
Same as Fig. 17 but for the 30 cycles 3600 run.

3.7

Resonance peak position stability

The approximate locations of the peak resonance (determined using the highest
signal value) in function of the cycle number are shown on Figs. 26-34. The
peak position seems stable. Deviations might be seen for some of the short
∼ 30 sweeps runs but the statistics are too low to be certain. The RMS for the
322 cycles run is about 0.35 Gauss and the position distribution Gaussian. The
RMS for the ∼ 30 cycles runs is typically
p between 0.5 and 0.6 Gauss, about a
factor 1.6 larger. We expected a factor 322/30 = 3.3. The difference of factor
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2 might be due to the larger noise seen for the 0o run, see previous section.

Figure 26:
Peak position stability for the 00 run. The signals displayed on the left column
are lock-in x-channel NMR peak positions for the down (top plot) and up (bottom) field sweeps NMR. The horizontal scale is the number of cycles. The right
column is the histogrammed distribution of the peak position.
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Figure 27:
Same as Fig. 26 but for the Peak 150 run.
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Figure 28:
Same as Fig. 26 but for the Peak 300 run.
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Figure 29:
Same as Fig. 26 but for the Peak 450 run.
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Figure 30:
Same as Fig. 26 but for the Peak 600 run.
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Figure 31:
Same as Fig. 26 but for the Peak 750 run.
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Figure 32:
Same as Fig. 26 but for the Peak 900 run.
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Figure 33:
Same as Fig. 26 but for the Peak 1500 run.
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Figure 34:
Same as Fig. 26 but for the Peak 3600 run.
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Dependence of the NMR signal strength with
the CH2 cell angular orientation and amount
of wires

The cell JLab #3 had cooling wires in all the cooling holes (PD177327937), or in
only half of the cooling holes (all on one side, runs 177752857 and 177790059).
It was rotated using a three pin tool (X. Wei, T. O’Connell). We scanned for
the hydrogen signal. As previously noticed, In addition to the rotation, there
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is a slight vertical translation of one thread by the cell. The thread is 1 mm so
θ
the translation at angle θ (in radian) is 2π
mm.

4.1

Run conditions

The data were taken for 10 different conditions for run PD177327937, the 8
different conditions for runs 177752857 and 177790059. The table below lists
the conditions. The frequency and phase were 12317/140o for all the runs. The
white RF cable was used. To obtain the raw (i.e. uncorrected for temperature
or other effect) peak strength, the signal is integrated over 70 Gauss. The signal
for the case with half the wires is larger by about 30% compare to the signal
for the cell with all the wires, as previously noticed in section 2.2.
Condition #

angle

# cycles

PD <temp>

Tup (= Tdown )

field span

Raw Peak strength (down/up)

comments

177327937_1

15o

40

1.871K

16s

200 G

10.672E-5/10.601E-5

All wires;
Signal exhibits time
dependence

177327937_2

30o

40

1.865K

16s

200 G

9.957E-05/9.923E-05

All wires;
Sinusoidal noise

177327937_3

45o

40

1.873K

16s

200 G

9.899E-05/9.747E-05

All wires

177327937_4

60o

40

1.871K

16s

200 G

9.912E-05/9.785E-05

All wires

177327937_5

75o

40

1.870K

16s

200 G

9.880E-05/9.772E-05

All wires

177327937_6

90o

40

1.873K

16s

200 G

9.779E-05/9.697E-05

All wires

177327937_7

120o

40

1.870K

16s

200 G

9.979E-05/9.817E-05

All wires

177327937_8

150o

40

1.868K

16s

200 G

9.837E-05/9.716E-05

All wires

177327937_9

180o

40

1.868K

16s

200 G

9.885E-05/9.807E-05

All wires

177327937_10

360o

40

1.870K

16s

200 G

9.892E-05/9.835E-05

All wires

177752857_1

15o

40

1.851K

16s

200 G

12.556E-05/12.455E-05

half wires
Signal exhibits time
dependence

177752857_2

30o

40

1.862K

16s

200 G

12.465E-05/12.389E-05

half wires

177752857_3

45o

40

1.859K

16s

200 G

12.503E-05/12.378E-05

half wires

177752857_4

60o

40

1.849K

16s

200 G

12.609E-05/12.572E-05

half wires

177752857_5

75o

40

1.863K

16s

200 G

12.464E-05/12.363E-05

half wires

177752857_6

90o

40

1.869K

16s

200 G

12.505E-05/12.326E-05

half wires

177752857_7

180o

38

1.871K

16s

200 G

12.508E-05/12.414E-05

half wires

177790059

360o

508

4.265K

16s

200 G

5.783E-05/5.668E-05

half wires;
PD temp 3.8K at the
start of the run;

4.2

NMR signals

The NMR signals for the case with all wires are shown on Fig. 35. The case for
half wires are shown on Fig. 36.
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Figure 35:
Same as Fig. 4 for the CH2 cell #3 with all wires. The signal for the run at
15o is larger because of a time -dependence of the signal. Once corrected, it has
similar size as the other signals.
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Figure 36:
Same as Fig. 35 for the CH2 cell #3 with all wires.

4.3
4.3.1

Peak strength stability and mean strength
All wires case

The peak strength is taken as the integral under the peak for an integration
range of ±35 Gauss around the peak center. Peak strength versus cycles (i.e.
time) and its distribution are given for each angle in Figs. 37-45. The RMS of
the distribution is used to estimate the mean peak strength. The run at 15o
exhibits a time dependence not due to a systematic temperature variation. It
appears to be the same T1 effect as investigated in [4]. A fit to the signal implies
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a T1 of 8.5 cycles (1 cycle =1min37s, so T1 = 13.74min, compatible with the
measurement in [4] done in similar condition).

Figure 37:
Left: Area of the hydrogen NMR peak vs sweep number (cycle) for the NMR
peaks (CH2 target #3 with wires, angle=15o ). The top plot is for the down
sweeps and the bottom plot is for the up sweeps. The black is the raw signal.
The red is after temperature dependence correction. The blue is after taking
out the T1 time dependence. Right: corresponding distributions together with
their Gaussian fits.
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Figure 38: param
Same as Fig. 37 but for angle=30o .
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Figure 39:
Same as Fig. 37 but for angle=45o .
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Figure 40: param
Same as Fig. 37 but for angle=60o .
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Figure 41:
Same as Fig. 37 but for angle=75o .
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Figure 42:
Same as Fig. 37 but for angle=90o .
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Figure 43:
Same as Fig. 37 but for angle=120o .
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Figure 44:
Same as Fig. 37 but for angle=150o .
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Figure 45: param
Same as Fig. 37 but for angle=180o .
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Figure 46: param
Same as Fig. 37 but for angle=360o .
4.3.2

Half wires case

The peak strength is taken as the integral under the peak for an integration
range of ±35 Gauss around the peak center. Peak strength versus cycle (i.e.
time) and its distribution are given for each angle in Figs. 47-54. The RMS of
the distribution is used to estimate the mean peak strength. As for the case
with all wires, the run at 15o may be exhibiting a time dependence. A fit to
the signal implies a T1 of 3 cycles ( T1 = 4.85min). This implies a much smaller
correction that in the all wires case. Another larger time-dependence for the
360o run is readily corrected using the PD temperature information. After this
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correction, the 360o run still exhibits a 4% higher strength. It was taken in
different conditions (4.2K rather than 1.8K). We can suspect that T1 is smaller
at 4.2 K as seen in [4] A few percents loss du to RF power at 5 dBm for T1 of
a few minutes is expected from [3]. It is thus reasonable to assume that this
explains the 4% difference.

Figure 47:
Same as Fig. 37 but for the half wire case.
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Figure 48:
Same as Fig. 47 but for angle=30o .
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Figure 49:
Same as Fig. 47 but for angle=45o .
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Figure 50:
Same as Fig. 47 but for angle=60o .
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Figure 51:
Same as Fig. 47 but for angle=75o .
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Figure 52:
Same as Fig. 47 but for angle=90o .
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Figure 53:
Same as Fig. 47 but for angle=180o .
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Figure 54:
Same as Fig. 47 but for angle=360o .

4.4

Angular dependence

The mean area vs angle, after corrections for the different PD temperatures
and T1 , is shown on Fig. 55 for the all wires case, on Fig. 56 for the half
wires case and on Fig for the no wire case. The corrections for the different
PD temperatures and for the T1 for the 15o run were applied. No effect is seen.
For this target, we can conclude that there is no measurable cooling wire effect,
consistent with the discussion for the HD target.
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Figure 55:
Mean NMR peak strength vs cell angular orientation for the case of the CH2
cell #3 with all its wires.
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Figure 56:
Mean NMR peak strength vs cell angular orientation for the case of the CH2
cell #3 with half its wires. The data taken at lower 1.8K temperature (15 −
180o ) have a 4% lower signal strength compared to the 4.2K datum (360o ) even
after temperature and T1 time-dependence correction. This is likely due to the
temperature dependence of T1 which grow at lower temperature. Hence, the RF
losses are not recovered as fast at lower temperature, resulting to a few percents
lower signal strength.
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4.5

Signal strength

The NMR peak strengths for the all-wire case are about 9.9 × 10−5 (down)
and 9.8 × 10−5 (up), with the integration over 70 Gauss. They are 12.5 × 10−5
(down) and 12.24 × 10−5 (up) for the half-wire case and 13.000 × 10−5 (down)
and 12.776×10−5 (up) (run 177872537 done at 4.274K, with signals 5.693×10−5
(down) and 5.595 × 10−5 (up) scaled by 4.27/1.87. We can also compare this
run at 4.274K to the half-wire run at 4.265K (5.783 × 10−5 (down) and 5.668 ×
10−5 (up) ).
The runs done with all wires are smaller by a factor 0.79 to the runs with
half-wire. This is compatible with the results from section 3.7: the runs with all
wires have signals smaller by a factor 0.87 compared to the all-wires runs. The
all-wire runs are themselves smaller by a factor 0.92 compared to the half-wire
runs. 0.79 × 0.92 = 0.80, close to the 0.79 factor. Most of this factor must
come from different RF losses due to temperature/history dependence of T1 (13
minutes for the all wires case, a few minutes for the no wire and half wires cases
[4]).
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Conclusion

HD-CH2 cell comparison and from cell rotation study indicate that the effect of
the cooling wires in modifying the NMR signal and inducing a dependence in
the cell angular orientation is less than 5%.
Tests on CH2 cells he Al. wires however indicate a reduction of the signal by
about 12% to 13% (down). In the case of the same cell, but with only half wires,
we see a signal larger by about 8% compared to signals from cells without wires
(this is confirmed by the data on the CH2 cell #3 during the rotation tests).
This turns out to not be an effect due to wires, but rather a reduction of the
NMR signal due to T1 and its variation for the different cases (not understood
at the moment).
A by-product lesson from this study is that, for systematic studies and calibrations, the conditions of the sweeps should be as close as possible: In order
to gather more statistics, we reduced the Tup,down for the target 21a study.
However, correction for this change this may have introduced an additional
systematics.
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